
Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


From: Timothy Gallaudet - NOAA Federal


Sent: Saturday, September 7, 2019 11:25 AM


To: Caren Gallaudet


Subject: Re: Statement & Backlash...


We’ll talk...


Tim Gallaudet, Ph.D.,  Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy (Ret.)


Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere /


Deputy NOAA Administrator


On Sep 7, 2019, at 1:57 AM, Caren Gallaudet < > wrote:


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: The Ritters of Md. < >


Date: September 7, 2019 at 7:34:48 AM EDT


To: Caren Gallaudet < >, Tim Gallaudet


< >


Subject: Statement & Backlash...


https://www.noaa.gov/news/statement-from-noaa


The NOAA statement said that information provided to the


Statement from NOAA | National Oceanic and


Atmospheric Administration


From Wednesday, August 28, through Monday, September 2, the information


provided by NOAA and the National Hurricane Center to President Trump and


the wider public demonstrated that tropical-storm-force winds from Hurricane


Dorian could impact Alabama.


www.noaa.gov


president and the public from Aug. 28 to Sept. 2


“demonstrated that tropical-storm-force winds from Hurricane

Dorian could impact Alabama."
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president and the public from Aug. 28 to Sept. 2


“demonstrated that tropical-storm-force winds from Hurricane

Dorian could impact Alabama."


"The Birmingham National Weather Service's Sunday morning


tweet spoke in absolute terms that were inconsistent from the

best forecast available at the time," it continued in support of


Trump.


The statement, and the agency's decision to step into a

political fight at the expense of scientists at the National


Weather Service office immediately sparked outrage among


meteorologists across the country, who fear a dangerous

politicization of an agency that is based on science.


"You don't want a hurricane to become a Democrat or


Republican object," Brian McNoldy, a senior research


associate at the University of Miami's Rosenstiel School, told

BuzzFeed News. "A hurricane doesn't care what political party


you're affiliated with, and I really hope it doesn't turn into

that."


For many meteorologists in the field, the NOAA statement


was a clear political move by a federal science agency

designed to appease the president's false claim that Alabama


was in danger, while throwing the local Birmingham weather


service office under the bus.


And several weather experts in the field were quick to show


their support of the Birmingham office, pointing out that their


Sunday tweet, and hurricane models for Dorian, were correct.


"The Birmingham office in particular represents the best in


that agency," Matt Lanza a meteorologist with Space City


Weather told BuzzFeed News. "They deserve better than to be

falsely blamed for something like this."


McNoldy said no one disputes that early forecasts of


Hurricane Dorian, which smashed into the Bahamas as a

Category 5 storm, suggested there was a tiny probability that


https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/briannasacks/the-bahamas-dorian-damage-volunteers


Alabama could see some tropical storm-force winds. But by

the time Trump tweeted on Sunday night that Alabama would

“most likely be hit (much) harder than anticipated" forecasts


and computer models had shown for days that Dorian was

making a right turn off of Florida's coast, completely missing


Alabama and instead heading toward the Carolinas.


"It was like he was getting information that was two or three

days old," McNoldy said.


For five full days, President Trump has defended his false


claim, attacking an ABC News reporter who fact-checked his

tweet, posting memes and, on Wednesday in one of the most


head-scratching moments of his administration, displaying in


the Oval Office a doctored hurricane forecast map that had

been noticeably altered with a black marker to include a threat


to Alabama.


For those in the field, the NOAA statement siding with Trump


at the expense of weather service forecasters seemed to be the

last straw in the fight.


"There's not many things you can get all people to agree on,"


McNoldy said. "Everyone is against whoever that NOAA

person is."


David Titley, NOAA's former Chief Operating Officer from


2012 to 2013 called the agency's statement an act of "moral

cowardice."


Officials at the NWS Birmingham office could not be reached


for comment. NOAA also did not respond to requests for

comment.


Meanwhile, support for the forecasters continued to pour in on


social media from meteorologists and other weather experts.


Employees with the NWS also spoke out and suggested


that NOAA's statement, along with Trump, had undermined


public faith in the accurate and timely information provided


by forecasters during life-threatening events like hurricanes.
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public faith in the accurate and timely information provided


by forecasters during life-threatening events like hurricanes.


Chris FoltzChris Foltz

@mizzouwxman


I stand with @NWSBirmingham!!


10:51 PM - 06 Sep 2019


Reply Retweet Favorite


Courtney ObergfellCourtney Obergfell

@ceober4


Undermining the trust we’ve tirelessly spent decades to build in one


single press release during a major weather disaster. Cool.


10:11 PM - 06 Sep 2019


Reply Retweet Favorite


"The Birmingham office is full of forecasters who are


dedicated in service to their communities," Bryan Wood, a


meteorologist based in Ohio told BuzzFeed News. "Their work

is apolitical and I believe the tweet was nobly sent because


they were concerned that the people of Alabama might panic

in response to seeing the president's tweet."


Among those who responded to NOAA's statement was Dan

Sobien, president of the union representing National Weather


Service employees, calling it "utterly disgusting."


Dan SobienDan Sobien

@pres_nwseo


Let me assure you the hard working employees of the NWS had nothing
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to do with the utterly disgusting and disingenuous tweet sent out by


NOAA management tonight #NOAA


11:24 PM - 06 Sep 2019


Reply Retweet Favorite


But the biggest concern, McNoldy said, is the doubt that the


NOAA statement could sow into the public.


The precise forecasts distributed by the National Weather

Service could mean the difference between life and death for


communities, especially during dangerous events like

hurricanes or tornadoes. NOAA's decision to defend the


president in a political fight over a scientific matter, he said, is

dangerous.


"There's enough uncertainty in a hurricane forecast as it is,"

McNoldy said. "We don't need to introduce a whole lot more."
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